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← Ukončení rasového vydírání  
 Archiv Josepha Kaye
Sdílejte s Gabem

No, komu budeš věřit mně nebo svým vlastním očím?
Chicolini (Chico Marx), ve filmu z roku 1933, Kachní polévka

V současných rasových vztazích existuje zvláštní paradox: čím více
se vláda snaží dosáhnout rovnosti, tím více selhává a s narůstajícími
neúspěchy přichází ještě více nátlaku k potlačování těch, kdo říkají
pravdu. To nedává logický smysl. Koneckonců, umlčování skeptiků a
překrucování reality mohlo být nutné v 50. a na počátku 60. let, kdy
byl odpor vůči agendě občanských práv rozšířený, ale proč je dnes
prosazování rasové rovnosti posvátné?
Pro tento paradox však existuje vysvětlení. Totiž navzdory všem
bilionům a drakonickým právním opatřením k zavedení rasového
inženýrství to selhalo. Situace se možná ještě zhoršila, nicméně bylo
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investováno příliš mnoho, než aby bylo možné uznat tuto porážku,
takže represe a lhaní slouží jako alternativa k přiznání pravdy. Takže
válčíme dál a jdeme od jedné katastrofy k druhé.
Umlčování rasových heretiků nebylo vždy normou. V polovině 50. let
se kromě aktivistů za občanská práva jen málokdo staral o to, aby
jižanské státní školy byly nuceny přijímat černochy. Střet v Little
Rock, AK o školní integraci v roce 1957, se například mohl stejně
dobře odehrát na Marsu, pokud jde o většinu Američanů. S
veřejností lhostejnou k tomuto rasovému inženýrství, proč lhát nebo
zastrašovat pochybovače? Také je snadné ignorovat všechny
naštvané sušenky. Bohužel, když bylo uvalováno jedno neúspěšné
drakonické opatření za druhým a Washington (zejména federální
soudci) tlak zdvojnásobil, selhání se brzy rozšířilo po celé zemi.
Dnes však díky tisícům vládních programů a diktátů každý zná
trapnou pravdu – nefungovalo to. Dokonce i horliví zastánci tohoto
hledání to vidí v tom, jak vláda špatně řídila revitalizaci bezpočtu
černošských měst, jako je Baltimore nebo Detroit, nebo jak
zaostávala ve své hospodářské politice, aby odstranila černošskou
chudobu nebo podpořila černošské bohatství, nebo jak jinak
transformovala americkou společnost na rasovou. ráj. A díky
desítkám zbytečných, masivně drahých vzdělávacích reforem, jako
je Head Start a No Child Left Behind , si nyní miliony lidí uvědomují
do značné míry neřešitelné intelektuální rozdíly mezi černými a
bílými.
Sovětský svaz nabízí hrubou paralelu před jeho rozpadem. Abychom
zkrátili dlouhý příběh, Sovětský svaz po revoluci v roce 1917 byl
ekonomickou katastrofou po celá desetiletí po svém vzniku, po níž
následovala celosvětová deprese, druhá světová válka a poté
poválečný nedostatek. Až do 60. let 20. století propast mezi
komunistickou ekonomikou a Západem, i když velká, nebyla
gigantická, a co je kritické, Dělnický ráj byl, věrohodně, hned za
rohem.
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V 70. letech se však propast mezi Východem a Západem zvětšovala
a slibované uzavření bylo pochybné. Sovětští občané zaplatili
strašlivou lidskou cenu za komunistickou vládu, ale pravdu o
katastrofách způsobených marxistickou ideologií nebylo možné
skrýt. Cizinci v Moskvě nebo Leningradu nyní nabádali západní
turisty, aby si koupili jejich použité džíny Levi, zatímco mnozí zahlédli
prosperující Západ prostřednictvím televize nebo zahraničních filmů.
Kontrast byl nyní nevyhnutelný.
Marxistická ekonomika selhala a žádné popírání nemohlo zakrýt
realitu a téměř každý, včetně elit, to nyní věděl. Co tedy měla
sovětská elita dělat? Opustit marxismus? Stěží. Postupně zavádět
volné trhy? Nemyslitelné. Jedinou praktickou možností bylo zesílit
vnitřní propagandu a utáhnout šrouby, což je politika uplatňovaná
navzdory nepatrným možnostem ozbrojeného povstání. Přelud
musel být udržován a za každou cenu.
Komedianti si museli rok předem s ministerstvem kultury vyjasnit
všechny vtipy a improvizace byly absolutně zakázány. Nebylo
povoleno nic, byť jen vágně antikomunistického. Jak se dalo
očekávat, státem schválené vtipy nebyly vtipné a účinkujícím, kteří
porušili stranický diktát, hrozilo, že budou vyhozeni nebo posláni do
vězení .
Disidenti byli posláni na psychiatrická oddělení nebo odesláni do
gulagů. Prominentní spisovatelé jako Alexandr Solženicyn byli
zatčeni, zbaveni občanství a deportováni. Nejprodávanější produkty
snadno dostupné na Západě, jako je Dr. Živago, byly propašovány a
tajně distribuovány pouze důvěryhodným přátelům. Prominentní
kritici byli usvědčeni v předváděcích procesech a bylo s nimi brutálně
zacházeno. Opakuji, že rozdrcení disentu neodráželo žádnou
skutečnou vnitřní hrozbu režimu. Tato drakonická opatření by nebyla
nutná, kdyby bolševická revoluce v roce 1917 splnila sliby.
USA jsou jiné – spotřebitelské produkty jsou bohaté, levné a fungují
tak, jak jsou inzerovány, ale existují paralely ve zvládání
opakovaných masivních selhání politiky. Chybí nám političtí komisaři,
ale univerzity mají byrokracii zaměřenou na diverzitu, inkluzi a
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spravedlnost. Stejně jako v Sovětském svazu je jazyk politicky
důležitý, takže Amerika se nyní topí snahou očistit angličtinu od
všeho, co by naznačovalo privilegia, hierarchii, zaujatost nebo
vyloučení, takže říkat „otrok“ místo „zotročená osoba“ je trestný čin. .
Děti sovětské éry nadávaly na své rodiče, zatímco američtí studenti
hlásili „nebezpečné“ profesory. Naše party aparátysídlí na
ministerstvech lidských zdrojů, nikoli v Kremlu. Miliony lidí se nyní
děsí páchání „mikroagresí“ proti černochům s tenkou pletí. Běda
americkému komikovi, který si dělá legraci z intelektuálně
nakažených černošských starostů.
Stejně jako ve starém Sovětském svazu jsou neúspěšné politiky a
lži, které tyto fantazie doprovázejí, stěží uvěřitelné. Umět předstírat
je nyní zásadní politickou dovedností. Věřil někdo, že vzdělávací
reforma prezidenta Obamy Race to the Top změní děti z centra
města, které neumí číst, na seriózní učence? Masmédia se „s
programem dostanou“, ale realita stále prosakuje, když se nakonec
objeví obrázek násilníka. Díky iPhonům a internetu mohou miliony
svědků černého chaosu v McDonalds, výletních lodích nebo na letišti
v Miami. Navzdory zastrašování a mlčení lidé vědí, že slogan
„Rozmanitost je naše síla“ je asi stejně důvěryhodný jako „Dělníci
světa, spojte se! Nemáš co ztratit kromě svých řetězů!"
Čerstvé neúspěchy skutečně jen inspirují ještě více neuvěřitelných
„vysvětlení“ našeho rasového Velkého skoku vpřed a dokonce i ti,
kteří sympatizují s křížovou výpravou, nyní přechovávají
pochybnosti. Vzpomeňte si na „mezera důvěryhodnosti“ z dob války
ve Vietnamu. Dnes tu máme rasovou verzi. Diskuse o rase jsou
surrealistické: vše je rasistické, zatímco černošské nedostatky jsou
chytře vysvětlovány neviditelným, všeprostupujícím „systémovým
rasismem“. Jedna věc je vinit nedostatečně financované
segregované školy za tristní výsledky, něco úplně jiného je připisovat
černošskou negramotnost nevědomé zaujatosti černošských učitelů.
Jak se rétorika odděluje od reality, agnosticismus nahrazuje víru a
může se brzy stát ateismem.
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Masivní afirmativní akce neustále odhaluje rasové rozdíly v
intelektuálních schopnostech. To, co bylo dříve jen tušené, se nyní
stává nepopiratelným. Bílí a asijští vysokoškoláci se denně setkávají
s akademicky bojujícími černošskými spolužáky, když navštěvují
přednášky od neschopných černošských profesorů. Mezitím
korporátní manažeři musí tolerovat, ale neodvažovat se propouštět
černošské zaměstnance neschopné vykonávat práci navzdory
všemu koučování, mentoringu a sníženým standardům.
Rasové rozdíly v IQ napříč všemi povoláními zaručují, že obyčejní
Američané budou pravidelně uznávat, že „rozmanitost je naše síla,
všichni jsme stejně schopní“ je naprostá lež. Charles Murray's
Facing Reality (str. 76) katalogizuje obrovské rasové rozdíly v IQ
napříč různými profesemi a černoši jsou vždy v průměru tím méně
schopní.
Jsou to mimo jiné sekretářky, učitelé, domovníci, prodavači,
zdravotní sestry, se kterými se musí setkat obyčejní Američané.
Typický nakupující ve městě s černošskou populací vždy objeví
tvrdou realitu vnucené rozmanitosti a začlenění, když jedná s
černošskou prodavačkou, která si obvykle (ale ne vždy) vede ve
srovnání se svými bílými protějšky špatně. Klienti, kteří jednají s
černošskými profesionály, budou rovněž vystaveni nevýslovné
pravdě.
Skončí někdy umlčování těch, kdo porušují rasové tabu? Můžeme se
těšit z triumfu minulých vědeckých revolucí, například darwinovské
evoluce nahrazující biblický kreacionismus? Je probuzené šílenství
dalším bláznivým okamžikem jako realitní nebo tulipánové bubliny?
A co „ moment Sputnik “, kdy se zřítí celá budova „Rozmanitost je
naše síla“? K takovým transformačním momentům občas dochází,
zejména při neočekávaných vojenských katastrofách, např.
Napoleonově porážce pruské armády v roce 1806 . Možná, že
dlouho očekávaný let United Airlines s černoškou pilotkou a druhým
pilotem se po opuštění sanfranciského letiště dezorientuje a narazí
do Golden Gate Bridge. Když je všude více než 500 mrtvých těl a
most je pryč, výkřik může utichnout: „Dost“.

https://www.amazon.com/Facing-Reality-Truths-about-America/dp/1641771976/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1JQ5HR3H7I7YR&keywords=Facing+Reality&qid=1683812179&s=books&sprefix=facing+reality%2Cstripbooks%2C70&sr=1-1
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Alternativou může být Potěmkinova Amerika, kde elity vnucují
všeobjímající svět fantazie, aby nahradil realitu viditelnou na vlastní
oči. Umělá inteligence a virtuální realita navrhnou fiktivní
Disneyworld absolutní rasové rovnosti. Nebo se „realita“ může stát
televizními reklamami, nepravděpodobnými situačními komediemi a
probuzenými filmy, nerealistickým zobrazením černochů v tištěných
médiích a učebnicích K-12. Videa z bezpečnostních kamer s černou
kriminalitou mohou být elektronicky „vybělena“ během románů. filmy
a muzea jsou „dezinfikovány“ „nebezpečnými stereotypy“. Broadway
zasáhla Hamiltonaje jen prvním krokem k „zabarvení“ americké
historie. Každý konečně bude vědět, že černoši, zvláště černé ženy,
jsou špičkoví vědci, díky denním dokumentům PBS NOVA. Pokud
skutečnost nelze změnit, musí stačit její zobrazení.
Příběh vzestupu a pádu prohibice může nabídnout naději. „Suché“
hnutí se zpočátku zdálo politicky všemocné a bylo hluboce
zakořeněno ve starší americké kultuře. Jeho moloch uzákonil 18.

 , což byl úspěch, který vyžadoval souhlas tří čtvrtin všech
států. Přesto se po více než dekádě zhroutil z prostého důvodu, že
nefungoval, a žádné obracení na víru zla Demon Rum nebo
uvěznění pašeráků ho nemohlo zachránit. Politická hnutí mohou mít
trvanlivost.
Současná mánie DIE může zmizet, pokud Amerika upadne do
nepořádku třetího světa. Podniky infikované probuzením zkrachují a
zanechají tisíce prázdných obchodů a nezaměstnaných pracovníků,
letadla letectva havarují kvůli neschopným černým pilotům, zatímco
stále příjemnější předměstská města se podobají Selmě v Alabamě .
Ale bude to zlatý věk pro komedie díky hysterickým riffům o němých
univerzitních administrátorech DIE. Přehrada se protrhne a kdysi
nevyslovitelné exploduje do veřejného života.
Pamatujte, že sotva nějaký expert CIA nebo univerzity správně
předpověděl náhlý zánik Sovětského svazu. Na rozdíl od lidí, kteří
trpěli marxistickými lžemi a stáli dlouhé fronty na chatrný toaletní
papír, mnoho amerických odborníků věřilo sovětským výmyslům. Pro
tyto „experty“ by všichni ti komisaři a jejich bezpečnostní aparát

dodatek
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vládli navždy. Odpůrci režimu, říkali vnější experti, byla jen banda
špinavých disidentů vyzbrojených psacími stroji a několika skrytými
kopírkami.
To, co vnější odborníci samozřejmě ignorovali, je krize víry a co se
stane, když přesvědčení dovolující vládnout ortodoxii ztratí
důvěryhodnost. Starý SSSR utrpěl ztrátu mandátu z nebe , abych
použil čínský termín. nebo, řečeno jazykem Maxe Webera, ztráta
legitimity . Snaha o rasovou rovnost, přestože je současná oficiální
ortodoxie a je podporována univerzitami a masmédii, stejně jako
všechny systémy víry spočívající na fantazii, se stává zranitelnou
vůči nevíře, a když víra zmizí, systém sám zmizí. Ti, kteří si zoufají
nad současným šílenstvím, by se měli utěšovat vědomím, že
všechny kdysi impozantní kosmologie nakonec spadnou do
historického šrotu.
← Ukončení rasového vydírání  
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1. Notsofast says:
May 13, 2023 at 7:39 pm GMT • 4.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
you had me at chicolini, i was trying to post a clip from animal
crackers, with chicolini revealing abie the fishman but i couldn’t
find one as it is apparently too antisemitic (even on a yandex
search). we all know how antisemetic the marx brothers were,
(and marxists to boot).

https://archive.org/details/marx-brothers-1930-animal-crackers

• Replies: @Richard B
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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2. May 13, 2023 at 7:56 pm GMT • 4.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
This anti-ideology diatribe hoists itself by its own petard, as
former realists used to say, since it substitutes imposed truisms
for actualities that remain beyond its ken. We do not doubt the
writer’s sincerity, and given time (“sincerity is the root of all
heroism”) he would get there. However, there is in fact no time
left, or very little:

https://www.academia.edu/74111120/The_Last_Act_Red_Alert_

Note that to read the article, simply SCROLL DOWN; no sign-in
is necessary. Thanks.

We mean that Mr. Kay believes “race,” for example, or
“marxism,” or “society” are simply facts and not themselves a
product of previous manipulation of meaning or failures of
comprehension, as famously conned by the Red Queen: “A
word means anything I want it to mean!” This statement from
Victorian times was no accident of literature!

War, for example, from late Roman times to the present proxy
war against Russia—what could be more accepted as a well-
understood phenomenon? Au contraire!

https://www.academia.edu/76372363/To_Sevastopol_With_Love

Remember: Simply SCROLL DOWN. Thanks.

No, the most important realities that stand in front of our eyes
after 6,000 years of discourse (race, money, space, time, even
or most especially the Triune God himself and the hidden
mechanisms of His emanative powers) are all still closed books
for both pragmatic liberals and stubborn conservatives. There is
a framework for their comprehension, to which the curious are
invited:

https://www.academia.edu/98003497/Scales_of_Self_Developm
ent_in_the_Body_of_God

https://www.academia.edu/74111120/The_Last_Act_Red_Alert_
https://www.academia.edu/76372363/To_Sevastopol_With_Love
https://www.academia.edu/98003497/Scales_of_Self_Development_in_the_Body_of_God
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Note again that one needs simply to SCROLL DOWN. Thanks.

• LOL: Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
3. May 13, 2023 at 9:47 pm GMT • 4.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

By the 1970s, however, the gap between East and West was widening and
the promised closing doubtful. Soviet citizens had paid a terrible human price
for communist rule but the truth about the disasters imposed by Marxist
ideology could not be hidden. Strangers in Moscow or Leningrad now
badgered Western tourists to buy their used Levi jeans while many glimpsed
the prosperous West via TV or foreign movies. The contrast was now
inescapable.

Mebbe. I traveled the length and breadth of the USSR in 1970
and saw nothing like that.

Russia’s problem is, and has always been, awful governance.
Just abysmal. Stalin aside, Putin is the first Russian leader who
is a competent manager. As we see with China, ‘communist rule’
does not bring privation. On the contrary.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Realist
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4. Observator says:
May 14, 2023 at 2:07 am GMT • 4.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

The Marxist economy had failed

Say, it’s almost as if the Soviet Union was never the object of a
worldwide economic boycott for 75 years, and did not go on to
transform a feudal society into the world’s second strongest
power anyway. And wasn’t hijacked by two tyrants, and wasn’t
manipulated by FDR to do most of the heavy lifting in his mad
campaign to destroy Germany, in a war that didn’t leave a
quarter of the nation a smoking ruin. And Washington didn’t
constantly scheme to destabilize the government and the
economy of the USSR and its allies, and there was never
constant threat of nuclear annihilation – nah, communism just
doubleplus ungood bad bad bad! Imagine the horror if we had
here a system founded on “from each according to his ability,
and to each according to his need” instead of the loving
kindness of the holy Invisible Hand.

• Agree: Godfree Roberts
• Disagree: Colin Wright
• LOL: 36 ulster, Gvaltar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
5. Anon[307] • Disclaimer says:

@Godfree Roberts
lol @ this poor little kool-aid drinker

it’s over buddy. NATO taking over in 5…4…3…2…

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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6. OldWhiteMan says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:14 am GMT • 4.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Free men are never equal, and equal men are never free.”–
Kevin Alfred Strom

 Nowhere, and at no time in history, have Whites and Negroes
ever lived in harmony. “Diversity” is an idol that the Jews have
placed before us.

 Every multicultural, multiracial country self-destructs. We are
well down this dark road in the USA.

 The Jews understand this well. Israel is for them, and them
alone. They are working to destroy our race through abortion,
homosexuality, miscegenation, and of course immigration, in
every formerly White nation.

• Agree: RoatanBill, H. L. M, Irish Savant
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

7. Robert Shekels says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:17 am GMT • 4.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Funny this article shows up. After watching a half hour of
broadcast television from the controlled media, I was beginning
to think that those happy and complete families of groids really
do have car insurance and enjoy steaming mugs of hot cocoa
with their children in front of the fireplace. Imagine the chutzpah
it takes to think that by showing this warped version of reality,
the average pale skinned couch potato is actually going to
believe it?

• LOL: the Man Behind the Curtain
• Replies: @Rooster17, @DanFromCT
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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8. Anonymous[380] • Disclaimer says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:25 am GMT • 4.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
What we are witnissing today is the ideological and societal
failure of Russia-USA, and the triumph of the Third Reich.

Working together, Russia and the United States won WW2
militarily. They got their equlity and free government shit. Now
that the post-war piggy bank has been depleted, neither country
can afford to pretend like their societies are functional or going
anywhere. They are degenerating and shrinking.

This is the real ‘clown world’ you so often speak about.

And it causes extreme anxiety and impending feelings of doom
for Russia-USA citizens, who know in their heart that the Nazis
were right. So they fight the final, most treacherous war of them
all: the war against reality itself.

And there are no lend-lease programs available for this war.

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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9. Zachary Smith says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:36 am GMT • 4.1 days ago • 600 Words   ↑

Charles Murray’s Facing Reality (p. 76) catalogues enormous racial
differences in IQ across multiple professions, and blacks are always, on
average, the less able.

Murray’s book is online, and I downloaded it to take a look at “p.
76”. Before getting into that, let’s examine page 75:

Universities do their best to hide what’s going on. They refuse to reveal mean
SAT scores by race, proclaiming that “everyone we admit can do the work.”
What they don’t acknowledge is that the admitted African and Latin students,
as groups, will be concentrated in the bottom of their classes – and that the
people making the admissions decisions know it in advance.

 Occasionally, sunlight penetrates the darkness. The biggest leak occurred in
late February 1993, when Richard Herrnstein, a professor at Harvard and my
coauthor on The Bell Curve, arrived at his office one morning to find that
someone had anonymously left a copy of the “Red Book” on his desk. At that
time, the Red Book was produced annually by the Consortium on Financing
Higher Education, which consisted of 16 out of the top 20 universities and 5 of
the top 10 small colleges as ranked by US News for 1993. It was the
university equivalent of leaking a Top Secret CIA document. The Red Book
contained the mean SAT scores by race for each of the schools.

 The median edge given to African applicants at those elite schools was about
180 points on the combined SAT, equivalent to approximately 1.3 standard
deviations at the time – a larger gap than separated Africans and Europeans
in the general population. Someone with an SAT score 1.3 standard
deviations below the mean is at the 10th percentile of the distribution at those
colleges. We published the school-by-school information in The Bell Curve.

 Nothing seems to have changed since then.

That last statement is bolded because something has definitely
changed. On page 76 Murray now switches from IQ and SAT
scores to something called “z-scores”. Something ordinary
people don’t understand. Why would he do that?

Charles Murray may not be very honest, but he’s certainly no
dummy. If he stuck to the SAT scores and IQ scores his case
basically evaporates into nothingness.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zachary+Smith
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Rich students get better SAT scores—here’s why
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/03/rich-students-get-better-sat-
scores-heres-why.html

Rich parents can buy the best of “prep courses” for the tests.
The very wealthy will hire individual coaches who probably have
access to old tests. (and likely new ones as well).

 Rich kids can take the tests repeatedly.
 Rich parents can and will buy a doctor’s declaration that their

offspring has some kind of “handicap”. Handicapped students
get “accommodations”.

The ACT and SAT offer many different types of accommodations, including:
 extended time

 testing over multiple days
 reading accommodation (assistive technology)

 frequent breaks
 scribe

 large-print booklet
 computer for the writing portion of the test

 alternate test formats such as braille, audio, or a reader

All of those methods are perfectly legal, but require the spending
of quite a lot of money. Other solutions could involve hacking the
SAT database to change scores, hiring a “ringer” to take the test
for your kid. “High Tech” solutions during the test. A “Jeffrey
Epstein” situation might involve bribery or blackmail to
somebody in the Testing Organization.

No wonder Murray changed from SAT to “z-scores”.

IQ scores have the same basic issues. Practicing taking the
tests improves scores – you’re learning how the test-makers
think. I wouldn’t be surprised if a training program couldn’t get
national Mensa membership from their nominal 2% to 5 or 10
percent of the nation. Just as 90-pound weaklings can go to the
gym and bulk up, many 110-IQ types might easily reach the 132
IQ requirement with a lot of practice test-taking and strategy-
learning.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/03/rich-students-get-better-sat-scores-heres-why.html
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10. Pablo says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:42 am GMT • 4.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Today, however, thanks to thousands of government programs
and dictates, everybody knows the awkward truth—it didn’t
work. ” Well maybe it DID work. Maybe what all can see is the
desired result? I don’t think any group, even one as smug and
arrogant as America’s “elites” can be delusional enough to not
see the failures of their Social Engineering. Divide and Conquer
seems to be the Elites objective. Change has to be demanded
not hoped for.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

11. Anonymous[270] • Disclaimer says:

Imagine the horror if we had here a system founded on “from each according
to his ability,

That’s sarcasm against those who lack ability.

Looks like we got us an ablest here. You got something against
the disabled, ablest?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

12. May 14, 2023 at 7:46 am GMT • 4.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

“Diversity is Our Strength” is about as credible as “Workers of the world, unite!
You have nothing to lose but your chains!”

It’s considerably less credible. ‘Workers of the world…’ is
plausible — even works to some extent. Witness unions. The
more ambitious extensions of the idea crash and burn, but…

‘Diversity is our strength’ is just obvious nonsense.

• Agree: che guava, The Wild Geese Howard
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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13. Tyrone Shooze says:

expensive educational reforms such as Head Start and No Child Left Behind,

Head Start?

Left Behind?

Somebody’s losing ground..

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

14. May 14, 2023 at 7:55 am GMT • 4.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Godfree Roberts
‘Russia’s problem is, and has always been, awful governance.
Just abysmal. Stalin aside, Putin is the first Russian leader who
is a competent manager. As we see with China, ‘communist rule’
does not bring privation. On the contrary.’

But China is a plutocracy. Look at the average wealth of the
members of the National People’s Congress.

• LOL: Realist
• Replies: @Godfree Roberts
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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15. Franz says:
May 14, 2023 at 8:13 am GMT • 4.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

The US is different—consumer products are abundant, cheap and perform
as advertised

This is ending.

For not quite a half-century, the US elite money crowd has had
their assets literally lifted to the stars by wage-differentiation all
over the world.

First products were under-priced by rising economic powers.
Then they shifted their production facilities to cheap labor
countries, first Indonesia, Malaysia; then on to Mexico and then
China. They finally hit bottom. As China rises and Mexico builds
a middle class, there’s nowhere left to exploit the natives.

The easy money era for the Fat Cats is ending: Even what
comes from China will become more expensive as the US (and
even parts of Europe) descend into third world status. And
Mexico will keep sending their rejects north because that was
clearly the (unwritten) clause in NAFTA.

It was a fun ride for the few while it lasted, but at least recognize
there were two separate types of “communism” and the so-
called West got the one that falls a lot harder.

• Agree: RoatanBill, Realist
• Replies: @Anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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16. Liborio Guaso says:
May 14, 2023 at 9:50 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Let us remember that the objective of racism is the economic
privilege that has allowed whites from a Europe poor in
economic resources through crime and robbery to become the
privileged race.

 In ancient Europe, whites lived killing each other seeking to
seize the little wealth, something very popularized by the movies
about the Vikings. And so it was until the Indigenous Genocide
during which hundreds of millions of indigenous people were
murdered to steal their land and wealth.

 One must also remember the role of the Roman Christian
Church and Pope Alexander VI who gave his blessing to those
crimes. It is an undeniable historical fact that it was the Christian
Church who proposed the use of black slaves to enrich
European whites.

• LOL: usNthem, trevor, Irish Savant, Jameson
• Troll: Lady Strange
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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17. May 14, 2023 at 9:50 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
jK: “… the more government struggles to achieve equality, the
more it fails, and with mounting failures comes yet more
coercion”

Well duh! But of course!

This “just” in:

Government “solutions” _always_ fail.

There are _no_ government [ie mandatorily coercive] , solutions
to any problem in this world, including race relations.

Government coercion in the area of race relations is what has
caused the race problems in the first place.

Therefor, the simple solution to the race relations problems
created by government interference/coercion is to get it entirely
out of racial matters. NOW!

The sooner people stop fantasizing about imagined government
solutions for anything/everything, and wake up and understand
that simple, plain as day, in their faces fact [government
solutions never work] and act to get governments entirely out of
their lives in _every_ area [ including race matters], the better
this world will be.

No Constitutional Authority:

And besides which: the US federal government has absolutely
_no_ constitutional authority to be involved in race relations in
any way whatsoever.

“Government doesn’t work” Harry Browne
 Book : “Why Government Doesnt Work”:

 https://wiki.mises.org/wiki/Why_Government_Doesn%27t_Work

Reminders:

https://wiki.mises.org/wiki/Why_Government_Doesn%27t_Work
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“Government is a disease masquerading as its own cure” Robert
LeFevere

“Everything government touches turns to crap” Ringo Starr

“The kind of man who wants the government to adopt and
enforce his ideas is always the kind of man whose ideas are
idiotic” H.L.Mencken

Regards, onebornfree
 https://onebornfreesfinancialsafetyreports.blogspot.com/

 https://onebornfree-mythbusters.blogspot.com/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

18. Anon[228] • Disclaimer says:
@Franz
Keep dreaming. Been hearing this for decades now, never
gonna happen.

The third and second world is never going to magically rise up
and supplant the first world.

19. Peter Johnson says:
May 14, 2023 at 10:27 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
A z-score is just a simply standardized score. Subract the mean
and divide by the standard deviation, to give the score an easy-
to-read- scale. It is like switching between feet versus meters
measures of length or Celcius versus Farenheit temperatures.
My goodnesss it is perhaps the simplest concept one should
know before thinking about test scores; it is taught in the first two
or three classes in a basic statistics course. You need to read a
statistics book (just the most introductory one that you can find).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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20. Jim H says:
May 14, 2023 at 10:29 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
‘The clash in Little Rock, AK [sic; AR] over school integration in
1957, for example, might as well transpired on Mars as far as
most Americans were concerned.’ — Joseph Kay

Eisenhower sending federal troops to integrate Central High in
Little Rock was national news. The Arkansas Gazette won a
Pulitzer Prize for its coverage. In the wake of Brown v. Board of
Education, the rest of the South understood that Little Rock was
a pilot program. By the mid-1960s, most Southern schools were
integrated.

Then, in de facto segregated northern cities, the underlying
racial issue was transmuted into a school funding issue by New
Jersey’s Abbott v Burke case in 1973. Half a century of
indiscriminately dumping money into inner city schools, under
the guise of school funding equalization, produced no
measurable results.

Since discussing racial and ethnic differences is taboo, tribute
schemes such as California’s crackpot slavery reparations
continue to proliferate. Such feigned guilt-expiation payments
serve the same function as pockmarking the US with ‘Holocaust’
museums and sending $4 billion annually of unmerited aid to
rich Israel.

Because dialogue about Jewish supremacy and historical deceit
is as forbidden as allusions to racial differences, we disfigure our
culture … and pay, and pay, and pay.

• Agree: Realist, Lady Strange
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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21. Anonymous[202] • Disclaimer says:
You could well be talking about south Africa

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

22. May 14, 2023 at 10:33 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Colin Wright
Two competing principles govern the allocation of seats to the
provinces (Election Law art. 17, para. 1). The proportionality
principle requires that each delegate represent the same
population, while the broad-representation principle mandates
“appropriate” representation for each region, ethnicity, and
fangmian [方面] (an undefined term that has been translated as
“sector” or “body of people”).

The People’s Congress is a 3,000-person review and
legislative body in which, by law, all classes and interests must
be fairly represented. This includes migrant workers, Taiwanese,
the Military, capitalists, bureaucrats and returned overseas
Chinese must be represented. 12% of seats are reserved for
ethnic minorities. 5% of seats are allocated to the “super rich,”
with former representative Jack Ma being a typical example. As
we see from the arc of Jack’s career, his power is no greater
than any other representative.

In real life, China’s wealth inequality and income inequality are
below America’s and falling fast.

China’s median urban household net worth is $363,536 PPP,
compared to American families’ $97,300. Says Carl Icahn: “Net
worth of median households is basically nothing. We have major
problems in our economy.”

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain
• Replies: @Colin Wright
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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23. Anonymous[661] • Disclaimer says:
Excellent article. Ultimately I can see the same fate for Wokeism
as Soviet Communism, they were both lopsided castles built on
sand and kept on life support by relentless Jewish propaganda
that no one believed in the first place.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

24. Сергей Гончаров says:
May 14, 2023 at 10:57 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Godfree Roberts
It is useless to argue with this people. They basically believe in
their own propaganda. Being born in 60’s I saw our standard of
living improving steadily and population happy and virile until
Gorbachev an his gang of anti communists and traitors took
power in my country.

 I would disagree only regarding Putin. The man is not good at
anything but clinging to power and repeats same mistake by
every single Russia or soviet leader. Staying too long in power.
Russia has had two great leaders Lenin and Stalin and one who
was competent but unfortunately came after Khrushchev
destruction of Stalin working model and who simply did not have
what it takes to restore it. I mean Brezhnev.

 I am always amused at Westerners not knowing a thing about
USSR, not living there and yet, seeing only what was going
under Gorbachev as a proof of their illusions about Soviet Union
and socialism. The most important thing is that they do not
realize that under socialism criteria of success are different form
those of capitalism. It is not profit or wide choice of consumer
goods . It is human progress and society progress.

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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25. Richard B says:
May 14, 2023 at 11:21 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Notsofast

There is a peculiar paradox in contemporary race relations: the more
government struggles to achieve equality, the more it fails, and with mounting
failures comes yet more coercion to repress those who tell the truth. This
makes little logical sense.

Great opening line. Perhaps an extended rewrite can bring us
closer to understanding what we’re really up against. Spoiler
Alter! It goes beyond race, way beyond, in fact.

There is a cultural incoherence in contemporary human relations
that has been building for ages. The source of that incoherence
is the yawning gap between the reality we live in and the
explanations we construct to understand and respond to that
reality in a way that is satisfactory to us, but that we insist on
calling “the truth.”

The more we struggle to explain reality using these “truths” the
more our explanations fail, because no explanation can ever be
perfect and final, let alone “true”, and with each failure comes
yet more coercion to repress those who direct attention to this
unpleasant fact. This makes logical sense. Since the human
mind is literally insane and we’re a biologically maladpative
species that is in no position to laugh at the dinosaurs for getting
themselves extinct. After all, they lasted a lot longer than we
have so far.

Of course contemporary explanations of race are insane!
 Then again, so too are many of the objections to them.

 Since they’re both operating out of the same assumption that
their respective explanations can save us all (or just them).
When all any explanation can do is help us to live in reality – for
a time.

• Thanks: Notsofast
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• Replies: @Vito Klein, @ricpic
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
26. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

May 14, 2023 at 11:29 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров

It is useless to argue with this people.

Add “Jung-Freud” to this list – another TUR author who will not
publish my comment criticizing WMAF relationships. These ppl
are a bunch of fagots.

Putin. The man is not good at anything but clinging to power

May just be there as an interregnum before the Soviet Union
returns. Thoughts?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
27. Rooster17 says:

May 14, 2023 at 11:38 am GMT • 3.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Robert Shekels
Enough of them do believe it, and that’s the point. Of all the
weapons we’ve perfected over the years, I think the legacy of
America will be the propaganda machine and its control of the
people. In the Soviet Union everyone knew the message was
propaganda, here in America millions of people still watch the
nightly news and believe it.

• Agree: The Wild Geese Howard
• Replies: @Hang All Text Drivers
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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28. DinduNuffins says:
Yup.

• LOL: Trinity, Realist, usNthem
• Replies: @Augustine
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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29. Vito Klein says:

the more government struggles to achieve equality

Well, that’s what the claim is, but…

https://craignelsen.substack.com/p/reparations-game

(Btw, Little Rock isn’t in Alaska.)

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

30. Anonymous[529] • Disclaimer says:
@Liborio Guaso
Read your History again faggot.

Only this time, not the KIKE version.

• Agree: Robert Dolan, europeasant
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
31. Realist says:

Those who despair over the current madness should take comfort in knowing
that all once formidable cosmologies eventually fall into history’s scape heap.

Yes, but only after tremendous damage to society.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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32. Vito Klein says:
May 14, 2023 at 1:08 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Richard B

The source of that incoherence is the yawning gap between the reality we live
in and the explanations we construct to understand and respond to that reality
in a way that is satisfactory to us, but that we insist on calling “the truth.”

I don’t know, man. Would you argue scientific advancement is
not closing any gaps?

• Replies: @Richard B
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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33. Anon[504] • Disclaimer says:
May 14, 2023 at 1:16 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
You lost me at equality.

Fact: Anything you give a black man will be ruined, and I mean
anything. He is a natural fuck up !

Fact: We have for example ads all over the place showing
blacks banking. In 20 years I have yet to see more than one
black man at my bank. 99% of the 12% are dead broke losers.

Fact: Hire the most qualified black man (whatever that means)
or the least qualified black man and you have hired a whole
packet of trouble.

Fact: Avoid all interaction with these people at all costs, whether
at work or at play, or you will run up lifelong regrets !

Fact: Blacks can be equal among themselves but compared to
other races ? Thats like comparing a 3 legged donkey to a born
and bred Arabian. “Equality, therefore must be limited in its
definition.

• Thanks: AceDeuce
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
34. Just another serf says:

Negroes in medicine or ANY of a variety of critical professions,
will result in huge numbers of “excess” deaths. And before you
die, they will steal anything of value from you. This is a scientific
fact, proven in hundreds of peer reviewed studies.

• Agree: AceDeuce
• Replies: @Realist, @Jim H
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35. Rich says:
May 14, 2023 at 1:23 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Do the children of the wealthy perform higher on standardized
tests because of prep courses or is it because they usually are
the spawn of two fairly intelligent parents who pay attention to
them, look after their education and stay together? Poor Whites
score higher than wealthy blacks. Is there a hidden fund
somewhere that’s paying for poor Whites to take prep courses?
How many people of any color are spending time studying IQ
tests?

If you’ve ever had the privilege of working or going to school with
blacks, you’d see that the “geniuses” among them barely rise to
the level of competence.

• Agree: anarchyst, Mark G., europeasant
• Replies: @Zachary Smith
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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36. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

@Anon

born and bred Arabian

What?

Arabians are pretty close to niggers tbh.

Edit: OH you meant the horse. Sorry

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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37. Realist says:
@Just another serf
Out of buttons, but I agree.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
38. Vito Klein says:

May 14, 2023 at 1:40 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Liborio Guaso

In ancient Europe, whites lived killing each other seeking to seize the little
wealth, something very popularized by the movies about the Vikings….It is an
undeniable historical fact that it was the Christian Church who proposed the
use of black slaves to enrich European whites.

Haha, you admit you get your history from movies…and then
cite “undeniable historical facts.”

Gosh, I wish there weren’t so many of you.

Here’s some actual history concerning the slave trade:

https://craignelsen.substack.com/p/reparations-game

Where is the Tipper Gore spearheading a movement against
race-hate and historical fraud from the film industry?
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39. HT says:
May 14, 2023 at 1:42 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Racial equality as the term is defined today can only be
accomplished through a strict totalitarian government that
punishes Whites. Even doing that you won’t achieve equality
because blacks are so destructive that even when you hand
them money and benefits, their violence and dysfunctional
behavior doesn’t change and in fact gets even worse which has
been proven over the last 60 years since the creation of the
black American welfare state.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

40. lamont cranston says:
DEI will DIE when the banking system crashes, period. No EBT,
Section 8, Medicaid/Medicare, Soc Security, et al, ad nauseum.
And how will FJB feed our new “arrivals”?

So, June 1st will be interesting.

• Agree: Lady Strange
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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41. Jim H says:
May 14, 2023 at 2:03 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Just another serf
“This is a scientific fact, proven in hundreds of peer reviewed
studies.” — Just another serf

LOL … I like your rhetorical swagger.

But it is impossible to publish a peer-reviewed study on this
subject, let alone hundreds of them.

“We gave them peer-reviewed studies to read, but they just ate
the covers off them.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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42. RJ Macready says:

May 14, 2023 at 2:07 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon

Avoid all interaction with these people at all costs, whether at work or at play,
or you will run up lifelong regrets

Same applies for Indians(dots; of India). The majority-99.7%
bring nothing of value. They also infest any company. Hire one
and in 4 weeks their entire clan is working there and you are
fired.

• Agree: Irish Savant
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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43. Philmuhcrevis says:
May 14, 2023 at 2:12 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Liborio Guaso

hundreds of millions of indigenous people were murdered

Laughable, if you are in fact talking about just North America.
There’s only hundreds of millions living in the US now. These
people, contrary to what liberal professors teach their wide eyed
idiots in colleges everywhere were not living in peace and
harmony as one with nature. They slaughtered each other
constantly and are lucky it was Whites that conquered them, or
they’d all been eradicated.

I’ve always found it interesting to read history as to how it always
seems that somehow only the conquering of native American’s
is viewed as some sort of special circumstance that can be
labeled as real estate larceny. Makes one wonder of all the
lands on every corner of the world, of all the nations that were
born, overthrown, conquered literally hundreds of times, that
somehow White Europeans conquering an obviously inferior
population and in only 200 years after forming a nation turned it
into the most wildly successful free states in world history IMO,
of course. The shitbirds in control at the moment are probably
going to get their way and reduce Whites to a minority in the US
in the near future, the hilarity of that is all they’ll accomplish is
regressing America into a 3rd world toilet, run by despots and
savages. In the end it’ll probably be written in stone that the US
was an apartheid regime that in the end like White South
African’s got what they deserved. I know many White libs riddled
with guilt over duh slabery and racism, to which I’ve advised a 6
foot length of rope for relief.

• Agree: Mark G.
• Replies: @Truth, @martin_2
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44. lysias says:

Dissident Russian writer Andrei Amalrik foresaw the imminent
collapse of the Soviet Union in his 1970 book Will the Soviet
Union Survive Until 1984?. I well remember the date of the book
because I bought and read the German translation while I was
stationed in Berlin 1970-72.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

45. Robert Dolan says:
@Liborio Guaso
You are an insane liar.

Slavery was always a jewish and muslim business.

The Atlantic slave trade was run by jewish merchants.

You do your race no favors by spewing low IQ bullshit on a site
where people have the facts at hand.

• Agree: Kratoklastes
• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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46. Zachary Smith says:
May 14, 2023 at 3:30 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Rich

Poor Whites score higher than wealthy blacks.

Some interesting reading:

These composite mental ages also conveniently covered up test results in
which literate black draftees from a few northern states outscored white
draftees from several southern states. Blacks draftees from New York, for
instance, scored higher than white draftees from Mississippi, Louisiana, and
Arkansas, while black draftees from Illinois could add Alabama and Kentucky
to that list. Black conscripts from Ohio received even higher scores, bettering
white draftees from all the previously mentioned states as well as Oklahoma,
Texas and Tennessee (Yerkes, 1921, 690-91, tables 205, 206). Robert M.
Yerkes, the director of the Army intelligence testing program tried to explain
away disparate scores between northern and southern blacks by arguing that
the more intelligent African Americans were clever enough to move to the
North (Gould, 1981, 220). He never, however, offered any explanation for why
these same northern blacks surpassed many southern whites on the exam.

18Interestingly, the discovery that large numbers of men could not take the
alpha intelligence test designed for literate recruits revealed the failure of
many black and white recruits to receive adequate schooling. Intelligence
testers estimated that the illiteracy rate hovered around 21.5% of all white
troops and 50.6% of all black troops (“Negro Personnel in the War”, Malone).
Sample testing classified 49.5% of South Carolina men illiterate compared to
16.6% of New York men (despite large numbers of alien soldiers in the region)
and 14.2% of men from Minnesota (Foster).

People who can’t read or are barely literate aren’t going to do
very well on an IQ test.

 Soldiers who are mistreated by their racist commanders aren’t
going to perform very well.

A Comparative Study of White and Black American Soldiers
during the First World War

 https://www.cairn.info/revue-annales-de-demographie-
historique-2002-1-page-71.htm
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47. Anonymous[152] • Disclaimer says:
@Robert Dolan
Agree .

 1000%.

The queer is on the wrong website.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
48. HT says:

May 14, 2023 at 3:55 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Liborio Guaso

Let us remember that the objective of racism is the economic privilege that
has allowed whites from a Europe poor in economic resources through crime
and robbery to become the privileged race.

Crime and robbery? What did Whites steal from blacks, their
flying pyramids? Give me a break. Blacks were used for physical
labor just like other farm animals. The only advances, if they
actually exist, in black civilization were the result of colonialism
and slavery which exposed blacks to White culture.

Unfortunately in the long run, that resulted in the black farm
animals being introduced into White civilization and now roaming
free, are destroying civilization and turning once safe prosperous
cities into dangerous and dysfunctional dumps. Sadly, Whites
are forced to constantly move, just trying to stay one jump ahead
of the black farm animals in our own country to avoid being
swallowed up by their savagery and barbarism.
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49. Generalfeldmarschall von Hindenburg says:
@Protogonus
Make your argument, guy. Don’t just post a lot of links with some
vague connective statement.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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50. Truth says:

@Philmuhcrevis
Honkees ain’t playin’ no mo, Philly…

https://worldstarhiphop.com/videos/wshhF6tT0qn6j70ua40H/luck
y-to-be-alive-2-deputies-get-shot-in-the-head-by-suspect

• Replies: @Thomm
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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51. @Godfree Roberts

I note you don’t address my point.

• Replies: @Godfree Roberts
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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52. Poupon Marx says:

May 14, 2023 at 4:09 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Protogonus
The wealth of Rothchild:

[MORE]
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53. Anonymous[152] • Disclaimer says:
@Jim H
Damn good comment Sir.

• Agree: Richard B
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
54. Poupon Marx says:

May 14, 2023 at 4:19 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Your post is complete rubbish and 2 standard deviations to the
left of the Bell Curve. Are you able to read? Are you able to
comprehend more than Twitter Twaddle? Are you even willing to
edifying – no, fill the vacuum – of knowledge and fact? Cite
some sources for your baby talk and stop blowing Bubbles; even
though Bubbles doesn’t seem to mind.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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55. Poupon Marx says:

May 14, 2023 at 4:29 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@Observator
https://www.rt.com/russia/566246-us-russian-traditional-values/

[MORE]
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56. Siegfried says:
May 14, 2023 at 4:36 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Unlike the USSR the USA is a truly federal country where
people enjoy some sort of personal freedom ,which means that
that there will always be areas ruled by mostly sane,mostly not
anti-white politicians where people can move.

People in the USSR had to resist because you couldn’t escape
orders coming from Moscow by moving from Moscow to Kiev,but
in the USA it’s possible to escape Mexifornian woke insanity by
moving to Florida which is why people will always prefer to
become internal political refugees instead of resising.

• Replies: @Mark G.
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
57. Lady Strange says:

@Jim H
Full of wisdom and insight comment

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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58. Richard B says:

@Сергей Гончаров

It is useless to argue with this people.

That’s called projection.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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59. ricpic says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:04 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Richard B
“…the human mind is literally insane and we’re a biologically
maladaptive species…”

These are simply assertions. They may not be baseless
assertions. But humans create as well as destroy civilizations.
Which is to say our “insane” minds are as drawn to order as they
are to chaos. As for our being maladaptive…well, our sheer
numbers refute that assertion.

• Replies: @Richard B
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60. Richard B says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:13 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Vito Klein

Would you argue scientific advancement is not closing any gaps?

Thanks for your response. Great question!

I would argue that science is the only way to close any gap
between us and the world.

Obviously, this requires elaboration. But it’s probably best to
resist the temptation and let it go at that. Except to clarify what is
meant by science in my response above.

Science is simply the most complete method we have for closing
the gap between language and reality. And no known social
group, no matter how simple or primitive, is without behavioral
sequences in which experiment and explanation are placed is
dialectical relation one to the other. Though there is no question
that this mode of behavior is the most developed in the
geographical areas of Western Europe and North America, ie;
The West (The Land of Whiteness:).

The point I was making in my previous comment is that this
mode of behavior is in violent opposition to the human addiction
to Salvation Systems, ie; Explanations that claim to be perfect,
final and true, whether religious or political (“violent” from the
point of view of the believers in Salvation Systems).

That’s why, just as religion attempted, for a time successfully, to
control science, so too is politics now attempting, so far
successfully, to control what is essentially the source of human
adaptability. This impulse to crush the best method we have for
living in reality is why I referred to the human mind as literally
insane.

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
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61. James Scott says:

May 14, 2023 at 5:18 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon
It has been happening for decades. It is not going to happen all
at once. Things have gotten progressively worse in the 1st world
and they hide it behind killing and debt. If you believe that
nothing has changed you are delusional. This time the jew
banker mob ripped off the whole world. No one is coming to the
rescue this time. Scarcity is coming and when it does all the
rules are going to change. The 3rd and 2nd worlds are not going
to rise up the 1st world is going to go down. Filling the 1st world
with 3rd world people is a recipe for this to happen.

You are a low IQ individual.

• Agree: Franz
• Replies: @Anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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62. Mark G. says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:29 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Siegfried

Unlike the USSR the USA is a truly federal country where people enjoy some
sort of personal freedom, which means that that there will always be areas
ruled by mostly sane, mostly not anti-white politicians where people can
move.

At the same time sane people concentrate in red states, them
leaving blue states will push those states further left as there will
be fewer sane voters in those blue states to vote against the
leftward drift. The number of Democrat run states will likely
increase and the country as a whole will move to the left as the
federal government supports bringing in large numbers of poor
immigrants who will vote for Democrat candidates who promise
them free stuff.

Democrat economic policies will cause a severe and lengthy
economic contraction. This will result in steadily dropping federal
tax revenues. At some point, the federal government won’t be
able to afford its expensive military and military spending will
start dropping. It will then have increased difficulty projecting its
power abroad and will draw back into this country. U.S. military
bases around the world will shut down and we will go back to
our traditional isolationist foreign policy.

Eventually the central government will even have trouble
projecting its power to the states and states will start going their
own way. The federal government can then respond in two
different ways. It can try to stop it but that will fail and will lead to
the breakup of the country. What I personally think will happen
instead is that the federal government will accede to this
inevitable process. We will then have a federalist system where
most decisions will be made at the state or local level. We will
end with an isolationist foreign policy and a federalist system at
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home, which is what we had to begin with. We should never
have moved away from that and become an empire because
empires always go into a decline in the end.
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63. DanFromCT says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:38 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Robert Shekels
Nearly all the TV ads, as I understand it, are produced by Jews,
whose never-ending goal is the annihilation of Western
Civilization for holding a mirror to their disgusting moral
depravity and inability to achieve anything on their own.

Have you heard the one about GPS being dependent on voodoo
spells? Neither have I, yet being dependent on Einsteinian
relativity—which he plagiarized in any case—is even less
believable and yet it’s now a part of every boob’s miseducation
in America. Because the Jews control virtually all the
determinants of opinion in America, as well as the political
forum, these lies have become as ingrained as breathing air.

The TV ads in particular create the image of a new world order
of miscegenation where white males are replaced by Indians,
Jews, Chinese, blacks, and Mexicans—especially portrayed as
women to add to the grinning mockery of America’s white males.
Need investment or medical advice, ladies? Be sure to seek out
anyone but a white male.

The point is, the aim of these ads obviously isn’t selling some
new drug, but instead, it’s thinly veiled, ant-white brainwashing.
The target audience is the deciding margin in Democratic
electoral victories, ie, white women, who like all women
instinctively submit to power.

As we see, white women in America now can’t get enough of
emasculating their own fathers, husbands, and brothers to signal
their decision of submitting to their worst enemies in the hope
they’ll be given some slack when the shtf. The great irony is that
no group will fare worse than America’s white women when it
does hit the fan.
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64. Treg says:
May 14, 2023 at 5:42 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Id rather hire and promote someone based on Skill, Intelligence
& Talent ( SIT) ….rather than Diversity, Inclusion & Equity (DIE)
……

Towards that end, I can see the day when ambitious mid level
management seeking to make great numbers will silently
practicing SIT, while loudly proclaiming their ” amazing success”
in implementing DIE.

That is, great Skill will be word-twisted and cataloged and
recorded down as being “Diversity”.

That is, great Intelligence will be word-twisted and cataloged and
recorded down as being “Inclusion”.

That is, great Talent will be word-twisted and cataloged and
recorded down as being “Equity”.

Imagine two competing companies, for instance an airline
company or construction company or any company that’s
competing for market share. The game then becomes who can
wisely practice SIT and convincingly enough label it as DIE. This
company will WIN and GROW faster than all their competitors. I
have no idea if this is true today, but I’m quite sure it will be true
tomorrow. Perhaps Tesla is already a company winning at this
great social game.

And for these reasons above, I do not see DIE dying out anytime
soon. Indeed, the horns will blow the winds of DIE even harder,
proclaiming its wisdom ever more.

What will this mean for Intelligence found in black and brown
ethnic groups? It means these rare souls will be identified at
ever younger ages, and groomi
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ng will start in kindergarten – wherever they are discovered on
the planet.

Who knows, Barack Obama might have been such a child
selected and groomed by the CIA deep-state itself. I understand
that his white grandpa might have been CIA. Anyway, it stands
to reason that we can expect many more to come.

For the rest of us, we better SIT or DIE.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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65. Richard B says:
May 14, 2023 at 6:11 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@ricpic

Which is to say our “insane” minds are as drawn to order as they are to chaos

In the first place, the rage for order is the source of the insanity.
Obviously!

As for our being maladaptive…well, our sheer numbers refute that assertion.

In the second place, number is no argument in this case.

No matter how many of us there are the human race is still
dependent on explanation for its survival. But we need not
conclude that our explanatory behavior has survival value. It
could only be known that it does not have survival value. And
that could only be known when there are no human beings left to
know it.

The point is this, if from the point of view of both the non-human
world, and from nonverbal human behavior, verbal behavior is
inappropriate, then human behavior is inappropriate, biologically
maladaptive. And that very well may be. So it would help us to
know as much as we can about explanation and its place in the
rest of human behavior. Since life without explanation is
impossible.

In the third place, your response itself is merely an assertion,
and in no way proof of anything.
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66. Poupon Marx says:
May 14, 2023 at 6:30 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Richard B
Your assertions are based on limited and sparse tools toward
understanding. You are reciting the time worn tripe of every
atheist and material determinist of the ages. Your self imposed
cognitive and misunderstandings of Reality and The Nature of
Things has led to failure after failure. I find it immediately
tiresome and boring simultaneously to respond to this naive,
Empiricism Is All There Is line of incomplete thought. I have
expended much effort at elucidating and correction of low
horizon myopia that I shall only point the direction that reveals
the low horsepower and empty precepts you plopped down.

https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007/978-1-4614-6086-2_329

C. G. Jung defined individuation, the therapeutic goal of analytical psychology
belonging to the second half of life, as the process by which a person
becomes a psychological individual, a separate indivisible unity or whole,
recognizing his innermost uniqueness, and he identified this process with
becoming one’s own self or self-realization, which he distinguished from “ego-
centeredness” and individualism. The self, the totality of personality and
archetype of order, is superordinate to the ego, embracing consciousness and
the unconscious; as the center and circumference of the whole psyche, the
self is our life’s goal, the most complete expression of individuality (Jung
1916/1928, 1939a, 1944, 1947/1954, 1963). The aim of individuation, equated
with the extension of consciousness and the development of personality, is to
divest the self of its false wrappings of the persona, the mask the personality
uses to confront the world, and the suggestive..

.

Typically, such monochrome, monaural information disguised as
Truth and Wisdom is propounded by the young, impressionable,
malformed or incompletely formed intellect and personality.
Absent experience, in Die Welt. This is a silk wrapped
Enlightenment Turd.

Your toggling of the word “insane” is incorrect and malapropos.
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Escape the surly bonds of subterranean perception:

https://www.amazon.com/s?
k=carl+jung+books&hvadid=241598188974&hvdev=c&hvlocphy
=9053177&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=e&hvrand=945735529345251032
&hvtargid=kwd-
4095847544&hydadcr=22534_10353871&tag=googhydr-
20&ref=pd_sl_7y7f7p8zb2_e

The use of insane or insanity is imprecise, casual not very
causal. Its most common usage is within the legal sphere, not
psychiatric, psychological, or medical. This monograph more
fully exposits:

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20373024/

Furthermore, insanity is often equated with psychosis; however, the two are
not the same and have different connotations. It is essential for any clinical
psychiatrist to understand the concept of the insanity defense and how it
differs from psychosis. This paper will clarify the meaning and purpose of the
insanity defense and will differentiate insanity and psychosis.

You can further explore the differences in precision and
specificity yourself. Anecdotally, people frequently remark, “Oh,
that is so insane!” The same kind of person who would blurb,
“Oh, that is so Kafkaesque!”

• Troll: Richard B
• Replies: @Richard B
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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67. Anon[303] • Disclaimer says:
@James Scott
LOL!!! “Killing”.

Get real, bozo. Things have gotten way worse in Russia than the
USA. China is stagnating and still far behind us.

Immigrants have largely improved the USA. It’s Russia and
Europe getting filled with useless third world people.

68. europeasant says:
May 14, 2023 at 6:31 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
“Rich parents can buy the best of “prep courses” for the tests.
The very wealthy will hire individual coaches who probably have
access to old tests. (and likely new ones as well).

 Rich kids can take the tests repeatedly”

Bullshit! Spoken like a true believer communist.

Itz mostly genetic, well except if you fed children candy and
soda pop and hid them in a closet then they would not develop
to their genetic physical and mental potential.

I father and mother came from rural eastern Europe and only
had one to two years of schooling. Yes they and their relatives
were all peasants prior to 1800.I came to this country as a six
year old not knowing any English. My own three children had
ACT test scores of 27, 30 and 32 and one took the SAT test and
scored 1450 (math+reading). My wife and I do not have college
degrees and we are not rich.

The Negro in America is the best fed and fattest group of people
in the world. Plus they have been exposed to books and
schooling since the 1800’s. It has been all for naught.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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69. Thomm says:
@Truth
Dear Truth,

Rest assured that these White ‘Nationalists’ will never make any
inroads with mainstream, heterosexual white society. We don’t
want them mooching off of us, and certainly don’t want their
deviancies polluting our respectable, heterosexual communities.

Rest assured, as I guarantee it.

• LOL: europeasant
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
70. Hang All Text Drivers says:

Diversity is a terrible horrible awful idea. Mixing races and
languages and cultures always leads to trouble. How can it be
otherwise.?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

71. Hang All Text Drivers says:
@Rooster17
“””In the Soviet Union everyone knew the message was
propaganda, here in America millions of people still watch the
nightly news and believe it.”””

 ——————————————————-

40% of america is non-white and can barely read if at all.
Naturally they get their news off TV.

MAWA is the answer.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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72. Hang All Text Drivers says:
May 14, 2023 at 7:07 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
There is no conspiracy against blacks. They fail because they
are so mentally inferior.

1. Black-americans come in last in all standardized tests. Asian-
americans do fine on all the tests so it’s not due to cultural bias
in the tests.

2. Africa is by far the poorest and most backward continent on
the planet. All of black africa is now controlled by blacks and has
been for decades so it’s not due to racism.

3. No black has ever won a Science Nobel Prize unless you
count one in 1979 for the semi-science of economics. They have
won many nobels in non-brain fields like Peace and also in
Literature so it is not due to racism.

4. Out of 1725 chess grandmasters in the world, only THREE
are black.

5. 50 years of affirmative action special treatment and blacks
have fallen even further behind. What does that tell you?

• Agree: europeasant
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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73. Poupon Marx says:
May 14, 2023 at 7:13 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon
You are not Polish, are you?

https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2022/11/12/pola-n12.html

The current political, social, economic, military, and diplomatic
endeavors are being administered in typical Polish fashion:
stupidly, irrationally, and marinated in fantasy, and self-
deception.

I would not eat or drink anything from Poland or Ukraine. It very
likely is full of neurotoxins.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
74. HdC says:

@Vergissmeinnicht
Can anyone supply some examples of a society where this
mantra worked?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
75. Iva says:

“Schools must equip children to have sexual partners” – say the
UN and WHO

 https://stopworldcontrol.com/children/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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76. Augustine says:
May 14, 2023 at 8:35 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@DinduNuffins
Physicist here. True story: When *pair production* was
discovered, where an electron, which is negatively charged
particle, and a positron, a positively charged particle, where
created in the lab, the former name of the electron was called
the Negatron, because it was negatively charged. Then they
changed the name to electron for obvious reasons. If you look
up older physics textbooks, you will see the old name there.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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77. martin_2 says:

May 14, 2023 at 8:51 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Philmuhcrevis
When morons go on about the White Man committing acts of
genocide I always ask them to explain how it was that the
population of India rose from 180 million in 1780, when the
British took over, to 450 million in 1950, shortly after the British
left. (All of the British colonies experienced large increases in
their native populations.)

• Agree: anarchyst
• Replies: @Adolf Smith
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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78. Richard B says:
@Poupon Marx
Speaking of insane.

• Thanks: Poupon Marx
• LOL: Richard B
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
79. @Colin Wright

You didn’t make a point.
 You simply generalized about a situation you imagined.

• Disagree: Colin Wright
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
80. Democracy is inherently totalitarian. It has already crept

everywhere it can creep to, and had by the time Lincoln was a
little boy.

Obvious Christian self-hating suicidalism is obvious. “No no
don’t we shouldn’t kill ourselves that way, we should kill
ourselves this way.”
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81. Pierre de Craon says:
May 14, 2023 at 10:15 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Jim H
Joseph Kay’s remarks about the level of popular awareness of
the monstrous Little Rock incident are so mistaken and indeed
so discordant that they put one on the alert with regard to
everything else he has written.

In September 1954, the local newspapers and TV stations in
New York City, where I lived, talked incessantly about white
Southerners with only slightly less contempt than they employ
today. On the other hand, my own parents and many of my
fellow fourth-graders’ parents were plainly shocked at seeing
President Eisenhower authorize troops to integrate a city’s
public high school at the point of a rifle. Even the Ursuline nuns
who ran my parochial school had no sympathy for these police-
state procedures. Besides, it wasn’t as if everyone wasn’t
already well aware of the criminality, stupidity, and general
incivility of black kids and their parents—if the kids had any
parents, that is.

 _____________

Permit me to offer one small correction to the excellent comment
of Jim H. Strictly speaking, Eisenhower did not send federal
troops into Arkansas. Instead, he nationalized the Arkansas
National Guard, the very same force that Governor Orval
Faubus was already using (1) to keep the nine black students
and their hundreds of “civil rights” activist supporters out of the
local schools and (2) to provide local parents who were
protesting this outrage protection from these outside agitators.
What occurred was that the Weekend Warriors who, under state
authority, were protecting Little Rock’s white citizens on
September 22, 1957, were compelled, after being placed under
federal authority one day later, to point their weapons at those
very same citizens, many of whom were friends and neighbors.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Pierre+de+Craon
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It should not be overlooked that the distress and humiliation
caused by this turn of events were not merely unforeseen side-
effects. Then as now, they were part and parcel of the
(((Establishment’s))) punishment of those who have had the
temerity to resist its will.

• Agree: Jim H
• Thanks: anarchyst, europeasant
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
82. Donald A Thomson says:

May 14, 2023 at 10:49 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon
In 1945, Japan was 2nd World and South Korea was 3rd World.
Singapore, Macao and Hong Kong were dirt poor. China didn’t
always both manufacture and buy more cars than the USA.
Chinese steel production wasn’t always over 10 times that of the
USA. China is now a major ship builder and the USA doesn’t
count in ship building. Things do change and those who make
up the rich change.

For that matter, US GDP was less than the UK’s in the early
19th century. Please explain why the USA could never catch up
to the UK because it didn’t in the 18th century.
donthomson1@hotmail.com

• Agree: Mark G.
• Replies: @Anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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83. If you follow the Jewish Logic…

White Supremacists continue to grip the nation in fear and violence
pic.twitter.com/LJlC3Z99Kc

— 🌈 Tess T. Eccles-Brown, PhD – she/they � (@TTEcclesBrown) May 14,
2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

84. Minneapolis…

I miss Mary Tyler Moore.

Meanwhile in Minneapolis.

Democrat DFL convention earlier today.

Police were called. This gets wild.pic.twitter.com/S7fxH6WaDt

— Citizen Free Press (@CitizenFreePres) May 14, 2023

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/0s8qWXqm2bI

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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85. Dr. Robert Morgan says:
May 14, 2023 at 11:38 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Joseph Kay: “Those who despair over the current madness
should take comfort in knowing that all once formidable
cosmologies eventually fall into history’s scape [sic] heap.”

This article could have used a good editing to remove numerous
solecisms and typos. Presumably, the author meant to write
“scrap heap” instead of “scape heap”.

Is the assertion true? To declare that the system must
“eventually” collapse has become a hackneyed trope. We can
trace the racial equality delusion back to Christianity, which is
still with us after two thousand years, not yet having fallen into
history’s scrap heap. The development of a scientific worldview
in the general public is slowly killing religious faith, but instead of
disappearing, the delusion of racial equality seems only to have
gotten stronger. People cling to it with desperation. The unasked
question in the article is WHY. WHY do people need to lie to
themselves about this and so many other things? And such
tenacious lies, spun by such determined liars!

When we look back at history, it appears that false ideas and
utopian thinking are very deeply embedded in civilization itself.
One might even say that it appears that they are indispensable
to it. The racial equality delusion is both false and utopian, proof
that, as TS Eliot so concisely put it, “humankind cannot bear
very much reality”. Studying the situation, any honest Darwinian
would surely have to concede that, under certain circumstances,
there seems to be a positive survival value to mass delusion.
Constructing a culture of lies apparently can enhance fitness!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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86. Lurker says:
@Anon
Hopeless.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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87. Happy Tapir says:

May 15, 2023 at 1:04 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I don’t think this is right. People on the ground really believe this
hoopla the msm is propagating. Particularly women and younger
persons in general. There is a tremendous guilt and shame vis a
vis racial issues. Younger White males seemed paired with an
obligatory black friend or nonwhite female. At a certain
professional school I know of, the student body rose up in near
rebellion when a black professor was fired for (supposed)
incompetence. Frustration and resignation may reflect the
temperature of white boomers and older people, but overall I’d
say the cultural situation is closer to that of the Maoist cultural
revolution than to the late soviet era.
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88. Idiot country with no memory

Just a late night run at the great Baltimore City’s #InnerHarbor #SpringBreak
vibes #SpringBreak2023 #Baltimore #Maryland #นองวินอยากเป็นพี่วิน
#TAEHYUNGxCELINE #SuccessionHBO #Succession
#ChaguoSmartNaAirtel #Maryland #Taiwan #TikTok #SummerMMFF2023
#INVASION #Russia… pic.twitter.com/X36btbT65g

— Daniel Barahona (@GlobalSETT) April 10, 2023

Wild Video from Oakland California sideshow street Takeover last night

(@ppv_tahoe) Video footage was filmed on the 100 block of 10th street
overnight.#oakland #sideshow #california 

 📸 _okpatrick pic.twitter.com/Nc6laXxTEB

— PPV-TAHOE – News Journalist (@ppv_tahoe) May 6, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

89. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
@RJ Macready

Same applies for Indians(dots; of India). The majority-99.7% bring nothing of
value. They also infest any company. Hire one and in 4 weeks their entire clan
is working there and you are fired.

This is precisely what happened at the FDA, CDC, NIH, etc.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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90. Adolf Smith says:

@martin_2
They certainly didn’t have that occur in Ireland. Tells you
something.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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91. Jiminy says:
May 15, 2023 at 2:55 am GMT • 3.2 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
This appears to be Australia’s future. Here we have the pleasure
of spending scores of billions of dollars on promoting the abo to
an artificial level that can never be sustained. Closing the gap is
a too often heard catch cry. We spend millions on a fuel that is
non-aromatic, thus eliminating a couple of native deaths a year.
They break into airfields to sniff avgas instead. We give them
housing similar to that used by working class whites, they tear
up the floorboards to have an indoor bbq.

 When the country wide school exams that place schools in
scholastic order are being held, the kids next door are asked
politely not to attend in case the results are skewed for the
worst. Chaos is rampant in Alice Springs at the moment,
although you would be hard pressed to find information on
Facebook, as it has scrubbed the site that was providing up to
date dispatches from the front.

 Now the troubles have emerged in Darwin with groups of abos
running amok through suburbia, swinging axes at each other. A
young bottle shop worker was knifed to death and an exchange
student just had his brains mashed with a fire extinguisher.
Health workers in the outback are being silenced when they
mention the prevalence of std in small toddlers. Hey, it’s their
culture. And now we are being brainwashed to accept an abo “
voice to parliament”, a second government run by rabid white-
blacks that will veto everything at it’s discretion. Our future looks
bleak.

• Replies: @Kratoklastes
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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92. Rich says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:22 am GMT • 3.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
This “study” doesn’t pass the smell test. How many black
draftees were admitted into the US Army during WW1? NY
blacks are used as an example, but NY had a tiny, insignificant
number of blacks prior to the 1960s. Ohio also had a tiny black
population during this era. If this study was correct, why hasn’t it
ever been repeated, anywhere? Why now, with universal literacy
and free schools haven’t blacks been able to raise their IQs?
And again, why do poor Whites score higher than wealthy
blacks?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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93. Anonymous[217] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:26 am GMT • 3.2 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@DanFromCT
Yeah. Really makes me regret the “advice” I gave my sister back
when the liberal Democrats could never quite muster the votes
to win the presidency, though they perennially captured most of
America’s “minority votes” (always at least 95% of blacks) and
she was always belly aching about the injustice of it all. She was
especially miffed at the success of the hard right conservatives
in basically taking over the GOP under the aegis of the “tea
bagger” movement. I told her that she and her fellow travelers in
the feminist movement could do the same–the rules in American
politics and election to public office are the same for all–by
targeting the take over of the Democrat party. Moreover, since
women have an enormous actuarial advantage (male death
rates being substantially higher than the female in every age
cohort throughout the human lifespan), she and her lot who
championed “free stuff and free passes from the government for
all blacks because they are sooo disadvantaged by everyone
else” would easily come to constitute a permanent majority in
national elections. Unfortunately, I proved myself correct. We are
now living in a woke nightmare because of white women voters.
As women voters vanquish the evil white “patriarchy” they feel
obliged to share the power they accrue (or its benefits) with their
dark-skinned social projects. Just like the Scandinavian and
Germanic countries have become hard core ultra-liberal political
matriarchies who have put out the welcome mats for non-
assimilable minority migrants from every race and corner of the
globe. Expect the same here, especially since Crazy Joe
opened the floodgates at our southern border. All the predictions
of minority status for whites by 2050 have suddenly been
accelerated to probably 2040 or even 2035 (when they cram
EV’s down everyone’s throats–because, you supposedly know,
even the climate is a matter of politics). You’ve got a dozen
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years to come to terms with your redirected futures, assuming
the Zionist wing of the Dem party chooses not to nuke the planet
and eradicate civilisation if the Russians keep winning the war in
EUkraine.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
94. Hymn 43 says:

PLEEZE: don”t forget the yid contribution to this mess. You think
the government is producing all of the biracial and wonderful
chimp family commercials? Doubtful. I do get some
entertainment value watching porch monkeys getting back to
nature or working in labs.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

95. Anon[130] • Disclaimer says:
@Donald A Thomson
None of these things matter. Steel production isn’t making China
richer than America. Or even Mexico, for that matter.

The USA was largely comprised of British peoole in the 1800s;
you’re comparing the same country in a primitive period of the
industrial era.
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96. Anonymous[392] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 8:13 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Observator
The leading work on the effectiveness of economic sanctions—
Hufbauer, Schott, and Elliott, Economic Sanctions Reconsidered
(vol. 1, p. 137)—concludes that although the United States did
succeed in denying some arms and key technologies to the
Soviets, the collapse stemmed from internal inefficiencies rather
than U.S. economic sanctions.

View this video by a Russian person, Setarko

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/n72O8ZoRO6c

Collapse of the Soviet Union – Why It Was Inevitable by
Setarko

 “There were many reasons for the collapse of the USSR, and
the problems have been accumulating like a snowball for more
than 20 years. Today I’ll try to list all the reasons for the fall of
the Soviet Union in just one short video.

00:00 – Introduction
 01:23 – Stagnation

 03:18 – Gorbachev
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04:51 – Oil dependence
06:33 – Problems with food

 07:59 – Customer goods
 09:31 – Deficit

 11:03 – Military spending
 12:29 – High-tech industries

 14:54 – Dissidents
 16:29 – People’s frustration”

More from a person (Sergei from the Ushanka Show) who was
born in the USSR, the USSR collapsed because of it’s own
internal contradictions, not Western actions.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/s0tYnw_FYrU

Top Five Causes Of The USSR Collapse (and 2 more You
Never Knew About) – The Ushanka Show
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97. Anon[257] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:50 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@RJ Macready

Same applies for Indians(dots; of India). The majority-99.7% bring nothing of
value. They also infest any company. Hire one and in 4 weeks their entire clan
is working there and you are fired.

LOL. I experienced that ! We hired one Babu who used to be a
bank manager in Uganda before Idi Amin booted them all out.
Soon his whole department was Indians all of them with
Portuguese names from other African countries.

You could not get any information from these people and the
simplest task took weeks. The next episode was the
“recommendation” to hire one in another department and soon
that too became an infestation, this time of Pakistanis, all full of
themselves and arrogant as hell.

Seeing the writing on the wall and frustrated at being unable to
get what I needed to do my job in a timely manner I moved on.
However, they brought down the whole business. I dont know
what happened to the other whites for as you know, people are
“friends when at work but after someone leaves you never hear
or see them again. All the Indians also got shoved onto the
street with the bankruptcy.

I imagine being the parasites they are they moved on to suck the
blood of some other company. LMAO

I have another interesting tale to tell you but I have to run out
now.

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain
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98. Kratoklastes says:
May 15, 2023 at 8:51 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑

By the 1970s, however, the gap between East and West was widening and
the promised closing doubtful.

This is absolute nonsense.

The Soviet Union’s main post-war problem was that it had
sacrificed more than 1/3rd of its working age male population
during some unpleasantness in the 1940s during which it saved
Western Europe from the idiotic machinations of the Poles and
English.

This massive loss of the most productive demographic
happened less than a generation after a similar demographic
disaster during its Civil War (1917-21).

In 1921, the average Soviet citizen had a living standard on an
approximate par to a UK or US citizen in 1720 – at least in terms
of output per capita.

By 1980, output per capita in the USSR was 97% of that of the
UK, and ~66% (and rising) of US per capita output.

And output in the USSR was distributed more equitably – the
Gini coefficient for the USSR was in the mid-20s for the period
between WWII and the final breakdown of the Soviet system; the
UK was slightly lower; the US was much higher (because the
US has been a corrupt kleptocracy since the mid-19th century).

At the start of WWII, per capita output in the USSR was at
(roughly) the 1820s level in the US/UK; by 1980 it was at US
levels circa 1964.

So the Soviet system (which was very ‘capitalist’ between 1921
and 1929) played “catch-up” between 1921 and 1980 – and lost
1 man in 3, a third of the way through the period.
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They did this, despite being excluded from technological
exchange by nothing other than assholery from the US and UK –
which is exactly what both countries do routinely: steal
technology from wherever it’s invented (usually Germany);
declare it’s theirs now; prevent anyone else from using it.

This is why China feels no compunction about flouting IP
monopoly.
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99. Kratoklastes says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:29 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
In the 1980s people in the West were indoctrinated with TV
footage of long queues of sullen-face Soviets (always on an
overcast day) that purported to show queues for bread in the
USSR.

Nobody disputes that there was genuine queueing and food
shortages in the immediate post-Gorbachev period, as the
former USSR was being raped; that’s quite a different thing and
has a very different cause, and it’s not ‘internal contradictions’.

There are abundant videos of the rough parts of major US cities
– with drug-addled Exceptionals listing like storm-tossed
galleons … the global audience is not encouraged to think that
they’re representative of the entire US economy.

The same is true of the many videos of inner-urban blight in
1970s New York, or of places like Detroit, Chicago, Baltimore
right now, or tent cities in major conurbations on the west coast.
Again – we’re told that this is not representative.

Photos of white Crackers in the rural Deep South in the 1930s
… again, they’re not ‘representative’ of the US in the 1930s.

Frankly, if the Soviets had been any good at propaganda, they
would have produced vast quantities of footage from the US – of
soup kitchens; ‘skid row’; homeless tramps etc… and pumped it
into every school.

As it stood, the US was doing precisely that – both internally,
and in the material that was broadcast (especially TV broadcasts
in West Berlin that were intended for viewing by East Berliners).

• Replies: @Wielgus
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100. Kratoklastes says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:47 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Jiminy
LOL – there are fuck-all Abos in Australia (even counting the
yellafellas and the ‘Pocahontas’ abos).

If you’re worried about where your tax dollars go, you would be
far better advised to look at the massive health bureaucracy and
all the ‘N-words’ (NBN, NAPLAN, NDIS).

One example: $80bn on NBN, but it’s Third World outside of
major conurbations. Every Australian household is on the hook
for ~6 years of unlimited ADSL – before they download a single
byte of information through NBN.

Another example: $2 billion to set up myHealthRecord, and
$500m a year to maintain it… and I’ve had to put in FOIA
requests to get 90% of the scans I’ve had in the last 4 years.
(Personally I don’t mind that: an inefficient Stasi is a good thing).

The NDIS is an absolute shit-show, too.

What did the Oz government spend, flailing around pretending to
mitigate the effects of the recent US Bioweapon?

Without even bothering to look for data, I am prepared to wager
that they spent more on face masks than they spent on the
Abos.

The all-up cost – in lost productivity, closed businesses, and
deaths of despair – makes anyone who focuses on the Abo
issue, look like an absolute drongo. It’s like getting stroppy about
someone spraying a bit of water on your shirt, when you’re not
wearing pants.
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101. Kratoklastes says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:06 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Hookworm. Specifically Necator americanus – which ironically
(karmic-ly?) originated in Africa and was brought over with
imported slaves.

‘Ground itch’ (the first signs of infection), if left untreated, is
worth a 1-sd decline in IQ. It also causes profound lassitude.

Given that poor whites start at about 90 (even today), losing a
full-sd pretty much made poor Southern whites functionally
retarded.

Seriously – anyone who is unaware of ubiquitous hookworm in
the Southern states before WWII, should absent themselves
from conversations about North-South IQ relativities.

• Replies: @Kratoklastes
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102. Kratoklastes says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:59 pm GMT • 2.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Kratoklastes
Following on from the well-understood, copiously-documented
effects on human metabolism and cognition resulting from
infection with N. Americanus…

It’s really interesting to notice the geographical dispersion of the
“unholy trinity” of ‘Helminths (Tricarus, Ascaris and
hookworm[1]);

 (1) Sub-saharan Africa;
 (2) an arc that stretches from NW of India, down through

Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea; and
 (3) South America (incl Mexico) and the South of the US.

I’m always dismayed by the ignorance of the HBDers regarding
the consequences – cognitive, metabolic and (potentially)
epigenetic – of these “neglected tropical diseases”, all of which
are treatable for pennies with generic OTC products.

Although I’ve been aware of the consequences of hookworm in
the US South for half my life, I only got really interested in the
broader issue when The Lovely and I both got a dose of Giardia
during a stopover in Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon) on a trip to
France in 2014.

I had ‘the squits’ for 2 days, had no treatment and recovered
completely. Conversely; The Lovely has ongoing digestive
issues to this day, that cause her great distress at times – but
has tested clear of Giardia since 2 weeks after the event.

That aside: a lot of the HBDer “Lazy Dumb African” hypothesis
can be explained by likely rates of parasite-induced anaemia –
as was the case for the “Dumb Lazy Redneck” explanation for
Southern-state underperformance.
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103. Wielgus says:

May 16, 2023 at 6:58 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kratoklastes
They carried stories in their newspapers, which I read, I don’t
know about TV. I remember visiting the Lenin museum on or
near Red Square, and it had a mural contrasting Soviet
development with an unemployed man in the West wearing a
sign around his neck, “I agree to any job”. But the slightly “off”
English might have been a sign of the frequently ham-fisted
nature of Soviet propaganda.

 I remember Soviet stories homing in on how easy it was for
Americans to buy guns, and how many murders resulted. When
the West ran stories about Soviet dissidents, Soviet newspapers
suggested that the deaths in the Jim Jones business in Guyana
were the work of the CIA. Pravda in 1984 wrote that Leonard
Peltier was a victim of US state vindictiveness. They also
mentioned pro-US death squads in Central America, a subject
that Western media naturally tended to avoid.
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104. May 16, 2023 at 8:39 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Observator
‘Say, it’s almost as if the Soviet Union was never the object of a
worldwide economic boycott for 75 years, and did not go on to
transform a feudal society into the world’s second strongest
power anyway…’

This is a statement completely at odds with reality. If one looks
at the changes in land ownership, the growth in literacy,
industrialization — almost anything, really — the Russia of the
last half-century of Tsarist rule was forging ahead more rapidly
than it did under the Bolsheviks. The Germans had calculated
that if war didn’t break out by 1917, Russia would be
unbeatable.

Development actually slowed under Communist rule. Of course
there were disruptions and conflicts in the last decades of
Tsarism — but even those were as nothing compared to the
apocalyptic horrors of Soviet rule.

The Soviet Union was the second-worst thing to happen to
Russia. It has to be conceded it wasn’t as catastrophic as the
Mongol invasions.
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105. Wielgus says:
May 16, 2023 at 9:40 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Colin Wright
I think this is overly kind to Tsarist Russia. 1914-17 tested
Tsarism to destruction and the earlier war with the Japanese had
exposed the Empire’s weaknesses. Also much of Tsarist
Russia’s industrial development depended on foreign expertise
and capital – I think the original name of Donetsk was Yuzovka,
after an Englishman named Hughes.
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106. May 17, 2023 at 12:34 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

‘I think this is overly kind to Tsarist Russia.

Perhaps. But would you have rather had a difference of opinion
with the Tsar’s police, or Stalin’s?

1914-17 tested Tsarism to destruction and the earlier war with the Japanese
had exposed the Empire’s weaknesses.

It is true that the inhuman savagery of Stalin’s regime permitted
it to survive where the Tsarist regime could not. At the same
time, is this a recommendation?

Also much of Tsarist Russia’s industrial development depended on foreign
expertise and capital – I think the original name of Donetsk was Yuzovka,
after an Englishman named Hughes.’

Nu? Is being able to access friendly foreign capital and expertise
a demerit or something? I don’t see this as a significant criticism
of the Tsars.

Tsarist Russia — particularly post-Nicholas I Tsarist Russia —
was (pretty inarguably, I would say) a much nicer place than the
Bolshevik nightmare-state.

Solzhenitsyn recounts a telling anecdote. In the mid-forties, a
young worker in Moscow started claiming he was the long-lost
Tsar Michael — come to relieve the suffering of the Russian
people. He posted flyers, held meetings, generally carried on.
Made no serious attempt to disguise himself.

The astonishing thing is that not one of his fellow workers turned
him in. He was able to continue for some time. Of course, he
eventually came to the attention of the authorities. Solzhenitsyn
claims to have met him in the Gulag, if I recall aright.
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107. James Scott says:
@Anon
You are delusional. Immigrants to the USA have not improved
anything but their own lot in life. They have ruined the USA.

Pogroms are coming.
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108. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

May 17, 2023 at 4:54 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wielgus

Soviet newspapers suggested that the deaths in the Jim Jones business in
Guyana were the work of the CIA.

In an unsettling parallel that convinced many frightened parents
into unnecessarily injecting their children, Jim Jones told his
followers they had to kill their own children to save them from
military death squads.

So maybe the Soviet newspapers were right.
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109. CCG says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:50 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon

We hired one Babu who used to be a bank manager in Uganda before Idi
Amin booted them all out. Soon his whole department was Indians all of them
with Portuguese names from other African countries. You could not get any
information from these people and the simplest task took weeks.

It sounds like this one Indian guy hired Brahmin-origin Goan
Catholics who moved permanently to the Anglosphere, instead
of returning to Goa, after British rule ended in East Africa during
the 1960s. Suella Braverman’s father was one such specimen.
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110. Wielgus says:

May 17, 2023 at 9:22 am GMT • 22.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Colin Wright
Would I rather have had a difference of opinion with the Tsar’s
police, or Stalin’s?

 It could go badly either way. Jozef Pilsudski and Felix
Dzerzhinsky might seem to have little in common but they were
both Poles (the former from what is now Lithuania, the latter
from Belarus), both were arrested by Tsarist police and both had
teeth knocked out while guests of the Tsar. In fact despite
Tsarism’s reputation for anti-Semitism, both had a rougher time
in custody than Trotsky or several other Jewish detainees I know
of. Tsarist police seem to have had it in for Poles. (That’s the
kind of Tsarist-times anecdote Solzhenitsyn does not tell.)

 The economic dependence on Western powers, especially
France and Britain, played a significant part in Tsarist Russia
getting involved in WW1 in the first place.
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111. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
@Wielgus

Tsarist police seem to have had it in for Poles.

So does Putin for that matter. Maybe “neo-Tsarism” is his
operating model – sort of like a Russian Bismarck.
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112. Wielgus says:

@the Man Behind the Curtain
The Russian blogosphere often tends towards neo-Tsarism –
Ukrainians are just Russians, according to many of them, which
was the official line under Tsarism, and the Soviet Union is
criticised for giving too much recognition to Ukrainian identity.
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113. May 17, 2023 at 3:36 pm GMT • 16.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wielgus

‘…The economic dependence on Western powers, especially France and
Britain, played a significant part in Tsarist Russia getting involved in WW1 in
the first place.’

See also France’s influence on Serbia. You’ve brought up my
pet theory! France was the instigator of the First World War.

There was that French visit to Russia literally as the July crisis
unfolded; then Russia acts so as to ensure the conflagration
becomes universal. My understanding is that specific records of
what was said have never been disclosed. More generally,
France was the great dissatisfied power of the era — everyone
else just wanted to keep what they had, more or less.
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114. May 17, 2023 at 3:52 pm GMT • 16.3 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Wielgus

‘The Russian blogosphere often tends towards neo-Tsarism – Ukrainians are
just Russians, according to many of them, which was the official line under
Tsarism, and the Soviet Union is criticised for giving too much recognition to
Ukrainian identity.’

It’s a half-truth. Solzhenitsyn was the ‘Russian’ writer of the last
half-century; his mother was Ukrainian and his father of Cossack
extraction. He himself called for the dissolution of the Soviet
Union — but expressed the hope that the Ukrainians in
particular would stick with the Russians.

Of course there are other ways of looking at it, but the backers
of the Ukraine act as if it’s all a matter of two essentially
separate nations — as if it were indeed Poland and Russia. See
Kamala Harris’ drveling. In fact, the situation is shot through with
ambiguities.

We can start with which part of ‘the Ukraine’ is to be the one
whose historical experience is to be taken as the template. The
western Ukraine — Lvov et al? That was only briefly attached to
Russia — 1939-1941, then 1944-1991. The eastern Ukraine —
more Kiev way? Wedded to Russia for more than three hundred
years. ‘Novorossiya’ — that belt running around the east and
south? Depopulated lands acquired by Catharine the Great —
and now? Finally, the Crimea — don’t be ridiculous.

It’s all a fraught situation — but us playing the incendiary doesn’t
help.
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115. Wielgus says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:59 pm GMT • 15.2 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Colin Wright
Much of Ukraine strikes me as potentially a “debatable land”.
And ambiguities are common in the region. Like the most
famous epic poem in the Polish language starting off with
“Lithuania! my motherland! Your are my health!”

 It also bumps up against the voluntarist element in nationalism.
Gogol was about as Ukrainian as it is possible to get, in terms of
his origins, but other than some early poetry in Ukrainian he only
wrote in Russian. Taras Bulba is a good example of his attitudes
– the Cossacks are very Orthodox and the Poles are the enemy.
There are differences between the 1835 and the 1842 editions,
though, with the latter edition more Russian nationalist.
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